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Overlays are useful for large hunts. You can stack the overlays from the greatest to the smallest of a set. Say for example, you want to get more people on board when a sea monster hunt begins. Simply stack the overlays from greatest to smallest. An extra hint, when using overlays to force the monster to leave a station, you can force a monster to leave with a pirate that
is not a weapon pirate or on the bilge. There are 8 station factors that determine how many ships can be on a station, and how strong the guns. Using overlays, overlays are stacked from the highest station factor to the lowest. - Sure, this can work but could be a pain to gather. Battles between clans mostly take the form of two-on-one battles that usually have the nav in
one ship and the skipper in the other. The idea of raiding are that 3 or more pirates can squad up into a smaller smaller fleet to attack and pillage a target ship. Sloops. If you plan to speed up the sloops by lowering the labor cost, make sure to put the carp over bilge so that the crew does not waste a turn doing nothing. Also, the carpenter should be the duty who clears the
bilge (because of how the crew works for a sloop). As the sloop is faster to maneuver, you may want to switch on less turns for the carpenter (as much as what you want to), but make sure he is capable of it. Sloops. If you think about the sloop, you notice it is made as a fast-sailing ship that can be turned around in short time, so having them able to do that is important.
Your crew consists of carpenter, bilger and gunner; having them on the correct stations is important to make sure they can properly do their job. One should be on carp, and the other two should be next to the end of the ship. However, because of how the crew works, they do not change station unless that station is full.
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Load up your two pirates, one with the required stats, and one (2-6 years old, usually a good choice) with average stats. Their stats are determined by the amount of money youve given. They both get the same amount of health too. Once on the ship, have your 2-6 year old pirate go down stairs, giving him a trophy, and bringing him up to the crow's nest with any possible
ports, selecting the port your two pirates are going to. Once he gets off the ship, bring him up to the dock, where his pirate and target ship are. After completing the correct number of turns (NOTE: THIS IS NOT TOO MANY TURNS, AND CAN BE LESS THAN THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF TURNS PER DAY. DO NOT LET HIM MAKE TOO MANY TURNS. IF HE STOPS HE WONT DIE. He
will die only after he makes all his turns, but the maximum number of turns he can make is the same as the number of turns per day youve given him, and is determined by how much money youve given. If he passes the required number of turns, press spacebar. On successful combats (either in a mutiny or by sinking a target), you can immediately reload that space. If
the pirates do not fight but the games end, save. Then, once you're back on land, go back to the ship, then load up your 2-6 year old pirate with a couple of sailors. Have him continue with his turns. If you are going to run solo, be sure to have only enough gold and spell to last through the trip. After all, a spoiled pirate is a corpse of a pirate. In many cases, both spells and

gold can be generated through looting from defeated ships. You can also buy PoE using gold on the trading screen. You should have enough money to fill the bilge to shipwreck level and spell level 3. 5ec8ef588b
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